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AUTHORHOUSE, United States, 2013. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 230 x 150 mm. Language:
English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.TODDLERS ON TECHNOLOGY Does your
toddler seem to know more about the iPad than you do? Welcome to the world of the Digitods: the
young children born into the era of mobile technology. These kids are learning faster and better
than any generation that has come before them. And they are loving it! Take a look at toddlers
using an iPad. They are pictures of concentration. Their hands are moving and their eyes are
constantly scanning the screen. They are in an active state of learning: their neurons are firing on
all cylinders! It is not surprising that they find learning such an enjoyable activity, with the bright
colors, interesting activities and cheery voices urging them on. Have you ever tried getting a Digitod
s attention when he is working with an iPad? It is not easy. Often, the child is so fixated on the work
that he protests when he has to move on, even to something as interesting as a snack. It just
underscores what teachers have always known. Good learning is addictive: the more you...
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ReviewsReviews

The most e ective publication i ever go through. It really is writter in simple phrases and not hard to understand. I am just easily will get a satisfaction of
looking at a written publication.
-- Ila  Pfeffer  IV-- Ila  Pfeffer  IV

If you need to adding benefit, a must buy book. it absolutely was writtern extremely perfectly and beneficial. You are going to like the way the blogger
compose this publication.
-- O r la ndo Aber na thy-- O r la ndo Aber na thy
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